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PRESS RELEASE 
 

DIESSE ANNOUNCES A NEW KIT FOR THE DIAGNOSIS OF 
INFECTION FROM SARS-CoV-2 ON THE CHORUS SYSTEM 

 
A new test for the early serological diagnosis of COVID 19 

 

Monteriggioni, 8 October - DIESSE's commitment in the fight against the 
pandemic continues, offering new and effective support in identifying 
patients’ state of health. DIESSE’s newly developed serological test, which 
detects SARS-CoV-2 virus antibodies (IgG, IgM and IgA) through an 
automated method on 
the Chorus platform, 
has sensitivity and 
specificity values 
higher than 99%. 
Furthermore, the 
sensitivity of the test is 
already very high (97%) 
in the 0-6 day window 
from the onset of 
symptoms, providing a 
valid aid in the early 
serological diagnosis of 
COVID 19. This new kit 
is an ideal complement 
to molecular tests, 
allowing early detection of patients’ immune response to the virus. 

 

“This latest achievement, made possible due to the commitment and 
determination of the DIESSE researchers, increases the portfolio of 
diagnostic tests offered by our company to counter the COVID 
pandemic”, says Luigi Nava, Commercial Operations Director. “Thanks to 
this new dosage, DIESSE can make a new high-performance diagnostic 
test for monitoring patients' immune responses. The new test could also 
be used to check the immune status of vaccinated people, something 
which we hope can happen in the near future”. 
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Diesse Diagnostica Senese S.p.A. Diesse Diagnostica Senese S.p.A. is an Italian 
company which produces integrated and entirely in-house in-vitro diagnostic 
systems. Its headquarters are in Siena. Since its foundation in 1980, the company 
has developed, produced and marketed innovative diagnostic systems mainly in 
the field of immunodiagnostics and automatic ESR measurement. 
The company has a global presence in over 100 countries, has 3 production sites 
and 1 research center, where the design and implementation of tests and new 
automated diagnostic detection tools meet Italian design and cutting-edge 
technology, identifying Diesse as an example of real "Diagnostics Evolution". 
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